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1.1

Introduction

Researchers in computational geometry are developing a
host of efficient algorithms for solving geometric problems, and many are taking the design of these alg~
rithms all the way to working implementations. This
implementation component is no small task, for computational geometry programs must deal with many issues that are not faced in other software applications.
Thw is largely due to the fact that geometric data typically involves a non-trivial combination of numerical
and combinatorial relationships, and much care must
be taken to develop formats for representing geometric
data and for performing robust and reliable computations using such representations. Fortunately, there is
a rich, growing literature directed at developing techniques for dealing with such robustness issues [1, 7, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 21]. Moreover, fundamental geometric algorithms are being redesigned taking into account robustness and arithmetic precision issues [9, 16].

culean t~k.
We feel that practitioners and researchers can take
better advantage of the lateat developments in computational geometry if implementations of geometric algorithms are made widely available on the Internet and
are fully usable without the learning of new tile for-
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Software

Unfortunately, each package of geometric software
typically creates its own unique, incompatible data format. Unlike many other domains such as numerical
analysis, which have simple, standard notions for describing problems (e.g., using matrices), there are no
standard mechanisms for fully representing geometric
data. The computational geometry research community could, of course, spend a considerable amount of
eEort on designing a standard language for describing
geometric data, but this does not seem likely. Such
an effort would necessitate the encoding of all possible
relationships between the numerical and combinatorial
components of geometric data, which would be a Her-
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Geometry Pages.” 3 In addition, there is a large collab~
rative effort underway to develop an extensive Computational Geometry Algorithrus Library (CGAL)4 [8, 20],
which itself is built upon the successful Library of Efficient Data Types and Algorithms (LEDA)S [6, 17]. This
effort is directed at building a large collection of C++
rout ines for solving computational geometry problems.
Therefore, in spite of the difficulties presented by geometric algorithm implementation, there is now a rich
collection of robust implementations of geometric algorithms, and this collection should grow significantly in
the years ahead.
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Collections

Collections of geometric software can be found on the
Internet at Amenta’s “Directory of Computational Geometry Software” site,l and a host of applications of
such software can be found at Eppstein’s “Geometry in
Actionn site.2 Indeed, Erickson haa an even more extensive collection of geometric software at his “Computational Geometry Software” site, which is actually just a
small part of his extensive directory of “Computational
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Another important aspect of software development in
computational geometry is the visualization of geometric objects and the animation of geometric algorithms,
with the dual purpose of demonstration and debugging
[14].

In this paper we present GeomNet, a system for performing dktributed geometric computing over the Internet. We also provide seved examples of actual geometric algorithms that our system already supports.
Application domains for GeomNet include collaborative
research and dist ante education.
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mats, calling sequences, or class hierarchies in software
libraries. In this paper we present a system designed to
address these issues, give examplea of applications supported by the current prototype implementation, and
discuss further extensions.

2

The

GeomNet

tributed computing,
with Level O cooperative
computing fitting the X network-transparent
window system,
and Level 3 cooperative
computing
fitting the standard
Java computing
paradigm.
Our intention,
however, is

to define a system that can negotiate with a client to
determine the most efficient level of cooperation. The
intermediate levels also allow the integration of existing
implementations not written in Java as well as enabling
users to access code that the authors may not wish to
make available, even in compiled form. Thus, our design of GeomNet is concerned mostly with Level 1 and
Level 2 cooperative computing.

Vision

We envision an “Internet computing” framework, which
we call GeornNet, where a family of geomettic computing servers execute a variety of geometric algorithms on
behalf of remote clients, whkh can be either users interacting through a Web browser interface, or application
programs connecting directly through sockets. Such an
environment could be used in a variety of scenarios,
including execution of algorithms on behalf of remet e
clients, checking geometric structures for consistency,
experimental study and comparison of algorithms, design of new algorithm through plug-and-play integrw
tion of existing algorithms, demonstrations in an educational setting, interactive electronic books and manuals,
and electronic commerce for CAD and GIS companies.

2.1

Cooperative

2.2

System

Goals

Specific goals of the GeomNet system embodying our
vision of a cooperative computing environment include:
1 Sezurity both client and server should be safe from
intruder attacks;
2 Code protmtion: code should be protected from
software piracy as much as possible;
3 Authorin~ in order to promote the development
of a user community, both new and legacy implementations should be easily integrated into the system;
4 Eficienc~ computations should be performed quickly and require minimum communication costs;
5 Correctness the system should provide “certificates” of the correctness of its computations; and
6 Cooperatiotx users with all levels of computing
power should be able to easily perform interesting geometric computations and visualizations.

Computing

The goal for GeomNet is a networked geometric computing environment whose functionality is independent
of whether the user is interfacing with it through the
Internet on a notebook computer or locally on a highend graphics workatation. Thus, our system is based on
a layered client-server architecture. The system (with
minimal user guidance) forwards difficult computations
to a compute server, converts between various file formats, performs a requested computation, and sends the
results back to the user. We refer to such negotiations
between the client and server as woperotive wmputing,
with the following scenarios serving as typical levels of
computational commitment on the part of the client:

Our GeomNet system currently satisfies each of the
fist four goals to some degree. It provides security inherited from the Java virtual environment, code protection between client and server and between separate
components of the server, authoring through a modular design allowing even non-Java packages to be inte~ated with a simple application “wrapper” mechanism,
and efficiency through the integration of well-designed
implementations of fast algorithms. With further integration of applications we hope that it will soon also
satisfy the latter two design goals as well. Still, even in
its current form, the GeomNet environment provides a
powerful tool for those applications that interact with
geometric data or can benefit from geometric visualizations of non-geometric data.

Level O. The client h= minimal computational and
graphical resources. In this case, all computation, including rendering, must be performed on the server and
transferred to the client as imagea or display primitives.
Level 1. The client has some computational and
graphical resources but limited network bandwidth. In
this case, non-CPU computations, such as those pertinent to the graphical user interface, should be performed on the client, while CPU-intensive computations
should be performed by the server or another powerful
computer on the network.
Level 2. The client has workstation-aualitv computational and graphical resources and high ~etwork
bandwidth. In this c~e all but the most CPU-intensive
computations should be performed on the client, with
very CPU-intensive computations still performed by the
server or another powerful computer on the network.
Level 3. The client has significant computational
and graphical resources (but not necessarily very high
network bandwidth).
In this case the client is better
off performing the entire computation locally (with the
server performing only code-shipping services).

In addition, we feel that one of the prime strengths
of GeomNet is that it complements rather than replaces
the traditional model of supporting the development of
geometric computing applications by providing software
libraries. Indeed, for GeomNet to reach its full potential we need to be able to integrate as many tools for
performing geometric computations as is possible (and
allowed). A prototype implementation of GeomNet is
available on the Internet through the support of the
Center for Geometric Computing,G with prototype (prealpha release) servers available at Brown’s GeomNet
site’ and the GeomNet sites at Johns Hopkins. New
releases are planned throughout 1997.
6httP ~//_ . CS.browa .*du/cgc/
7httP; //~o~i. ~S.bron. edu: 808~/geo~et/
8httP: Ii-.
cgc. cs. jhu. edulgeomtiet.l

Levels O and 3 are well-developed paradigms in dis-
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Applications

Having covered some of the features of GeomNet, let us
now discuss some example applications.
Fundamental
Algorithms.
One of the prime applications that we envision is for GeomNet to be used to
invoke implementations of fundamental geometric algorithms. We have therefore included in our prototype implementations of several such fundamental algorithms,
including 2-D and d-D convex hulls, Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams, and width of a d-D
point set. We have developed several interface mechanisms for invoking these routines. The simplest interface is the interactive applet interface designed to
gain intuition about geometric algorithms as well as for
testing GeomNet servers. For handling large geometric data files we provide an HTML forms interface, and
for production-level usage we provide a socket interface
which may be invoked by an application program running on the client. The output from the server can be
immediately sent to an interactive display system running on the client or piped into a client application.
Graph Drawing
Server.
The Graph Drawing tool
can be used for drawing graphs for documents or user
applications, studying and comparing graph drawing
algorithms, translating between formats for describing
graphs and their drawings, creating a database of graphs
occurring in user applications, and providing demonstrations in an educational setting. The current prototype supports three algorithms for orthogonal drawings
of general graphs, and two specialized algorithms for
acyclic digraphs and series-parallel digraphs. The user
is free to specify any input joutput format independently
of the algorithm requested.

Geometric
Algorithm
Animation.
We are incorporating geometric algorithm animation capabilities
into GeomNet (at cooperative computing levels 1 and 2)
by extending our previous work on the Mocha model for
Web-based algorithm animation [2, 3, 4, 5]. Within the
GeomNet client-server architecture, Mocha optimally
partitions the software components of a typical algorithm animation system. A variety of animations of fundamental 2-D geometric algorithms implemented within
LEDA are available i hrough Mocha.

4

Conclusion

We have presented the GeomNet architecture for performing geometric computing over the Internet. We anticipate the availability of a significant variety of applications based on the GeomNet =chitecture, mainly
due to the small amount of effort required for integrating new applications into the modular system. It is our
feeling that such a system provides the accessibility of
geometric algorithms while overcoming the usual problems of lack of knowledge of where to look for such algorithms, differences in interfaces and in file formats, and
unavailability of sufficient computer resources. All these
problems are handled by GeomNet, which we consider
as a significant step towards sharing geometric data and
computing resources.
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